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4 THREE PART SPERNER T 
GRIGGS and D.J. KLEITMAN 
Katona has proben a generalixatton of Sperrler”a theorem concerning the maximum size of a 
cc~llcctlon F of ordered tnplcc; of elements of three ymmetric ch,jin orders, S. T, and CJ, 
reopectibcl). It states that tf no two elements of F’ are equal in two comflanents and ordered in the 
third. and if F ccatIstic% a certatn addltional conditiorl. then F is maximized by taking all tt$e 
elements of middle rank In this paper we give several weaker conditions of F which thus 
strcngttzn the theorem. and we provtde an easier method of provrng it. We obtain results on a 
related problem about Inhelling a rcctzqular array with integer coordinates. from which follows 
the gencralrzation to symmetric chain orders. We also describe some alternate approaches to the 
problem and some conjectures. 
I. Introduction 
A well-known theorem of Sperner [7] states that the larglzst possible size of a 
cqjkction F of subsets of an n element set S, no two members of which are ordered 
by inchsion, is the largest binomial coefficient. (111;21). ‘i his result has been 
generahzed in many directions. For example it has been shown that the size of a 
collection of elements of any “symmetric chain” partlal order, no fwz nf its 
elements ortiered, is no greater than the largest Whitney nulnber of that order. A 
“symmetric hain” order is one that can be partitioned into chains (totally ordered 
sets) the ranks of whose elements are consecutive and symmetric about middle 
rank. This has applications to a prob!em of Littlewood and Offord [6]. Examples of 
symmetric hain orders [ 11 are the S&A of a finite set, the divisors of an integer, 
and the subspaces of a finite dimensional vector space over a finite field. The k’” 
Whitney number of an order is the number of its rank k elements. See Katona [3-S] 
for more information on these notions. 
Katona (2) and one of the present authors (Kleitman 161) independently obtained 
a result that in. general form is as follows: Let S and 7 be symmetric chain orders 
and let I: be a co1 tion c: pairs of elements of each no two of which are ordered in 
one component at identical in the other. Then the size of P: is no eater than the 
number af pairs with some fixed slum of rank in S and T. Katona [ 
following generalization of this problem. Suppose S, T, and U are symmetric chain 
orders rend F is a collection of ordkzred t ripies of S, T, and U, respecr ively . Suppose 
further that no two elements of F are identical in two components and ordered in 
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the third. This condition does not limit the size of 1 F 1 to the largest number of 
triples with fixed sum of ranks. 
* The question raised by Katona was. what weak additional conditions can he 
imposed on F to yield this bound? We obtained a rattier strong condition whose 
proof required considerable argument. 
In this paper we address this same problem. We exhibit several weaker 
conditions that lead to the same conclusion, and we provide a relatively simple 
argumient to prove the bound from them. 
Katona’s condition was as follows: 
PO: There exist no four triples (x,, yr, z,) 
y1, 39 y,, y4; 21, z2> 2.3, 24. 
1 s i d 4, such that xI := x4, xr = x1; 
Among the conditions we show to be sufficient are: 
PI: There exist no four triples (x Ir ys, z,) 1 s i 6 4, such that XI = x4 # x2 = xi; 
?+ = yGy2r ys; 21, zz- ‘> 2-r = if.+ 
P,: There exist no iour triples (x,, yi, z, ) 1 G i G 4, such that x, = xd# x3 = x1; 
yr = y3> y2, y4; &a r23 c- ') + G4. 
Condition PO obviously implibs the others. 
These are derived as corollaries of a theorem that gives the desired hound from a 
still weaker condition described below. This theorem is proven inductively. We also 
present a second method of proof that is apparently not as strong. 
In the next section we prove a basic result for labellings of integer coordinate 
rectangles. Then we deduce the results noted above which follow from results about 
rectangles. The second method of proof is presented next. The tinal section 
contains a discussion and some additional conjectures. 
2. The Rectangle Theorem 
In this section we prove the result about labelling integer coordinate rectangles 
stated below. First we need some definitions and examples. 
We consider all configurations C characterized by three parameters (m, PI, j) that 
arc ~tl :x n rectangular arrays with an additional row of length j at the bottom. 
startine from the left, 0 s j s PI. Such an array of symbols is “Latin” if no two 
identical nonzero CiltxkS appear in any row or column. 
We &fine condition P,: 
p,: For all k, no k nonzero symbols ap~c:ar in one row rlrnd then cappeiar a 
ahove that row in another of the same k columns. 
Example 2. I. 
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‘I’M array has (M, n, j) = (3.5.0) or (2.5,s) and is Latin, but violates &: The 
bottom (third) row and columns 1 .2,4 and 5 contain the elements I,?, 3,4 twice, 
A “diagonal labelling” of such a configL!ration with di aon*:ero symbols is a 
in which each nonrero label Ltppears only on a diagonal going up to the 
right, one square up and one syu NC over each time. The d, longest such parakl 
diagonals are SO labelled, the rest of the entries being zero. 
Example 2.2. 
3 1 2 0 
I 2 
This configuration C has parameters (2,4,2). This is a diagonal labelling of C 
with 8, = 3, the only diagonal labelling with the given parameters. except for 
permuting the nonzero labels. Changing either CtI or CzJr but not both, from 0 to 4 
in this array creates the only two diagonal labellingc tif C wit9 dl = 4, except for 
permuting the nonzero labels. If both C,, and .Yz4 are changee from 0 to 4 in this 
array. the labelling is no longer diagonal, and it also violates P,. 
Theorem 2.3. A Latin d, x d, rectangle R with entries 0, 1, . . ., d,, which satisfies PI, 
can have no more nonzero entries than the diagonal labelling, i.e., than the sum of the 
lengths of the d, longest parallel diagonals. 
Prool. The argument is inductive r;rn arrays C characterized by (m, n, j) with one 
short row of length j on the lower left; we add one place in that row at each step of 
the induction, and by induction on Co1 use the condition that the result must hold for 
smaller dl on the same shape. For any C and any d, the diagonal labelling 
satisfies il. 
It is cleat that for d, = 1, a Latin labelling in C with dt symbols can have no more 
nonzero entries than the diagonal labelling. For d, zz 2 we assume that for all 
d 5 c: dr the diagonal abelling is maximal among Latin labellings obeying F,. It is 
also clear that for C with m = 0 the diagonal fabelling is maximal. We assume that 
it is maximal for all (m ‘” n’, j’) such that WI ’< m, and any n’, I’, or m ’ = m, n’ = n, 
i’” j, where m, n, j 
We let d(m, ~,j, d,) be the size of the diagonal labellrng with indicated param- 
eters, and let e(n,. n, j, d,) be the size of the maximal Latin labelling satisfying k 
WC suppress all but the third argument (j, the length of the bottom :ow) of these 
functions where convenient. 
We seek to show that d(j) = e(i); ~6: assume that d(j - I) = e(j - I). Since 
j - 1 to j increases the size of the configuration by only one, we have 
- 1)-t 1. Thus, where d(j)= d(j - 1) 4- 1 there is nothing to prove. Wr: 
need only consider, therefore. the cases in which d(j) = &j - 1) and u(j) =. 
cu - I)+ 1. If we show that t ese cannot e>ccur, wc have proven the theorem. 
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If d(l) = d(O) adding an additional corner sqldare does not increase the sum of 
the sizes of the d, largest parallel diagonals, which must therefore be nd,. This is an 
upper bound to all e(j), j = 0, . . ., n. There is nothing to prove in this case. 
We suppose therefore that for 1 s j s 4, d(j)= dC; - 1)+ 1 so that there is 
nothing to prove here, while for tt 3 j > 4, d(j) = d(j - 1); and we may have 
something to prove since adding the jth square in the bottom row does not then 
increase the size of the d, largest diagonals. (In fact 9 can easily be related to the 
other parameters here.) Further if d(n) = n(m c 1) there is nothing to prove, since 
e(n) is always bounded by n(m + 1). Assume now that for some ?> 4, e(f) = 
e(i- l)+ 1 = d(j)+ 1. 
The argument in this case -that if this were to happen p, would be violated -is 
based upon the following two observations: 
1. Every nonzero entry must occur at least n - 4 + 1 times in a lahelling with 
e ci> nonzero entries in the configuration (m, n, 7>. 
2. There must be at least 4 + 1 nonzero entries in the bottom row in such an 
.array . 
The first fact is proven by this argument: Suppose some nonzero label appears at 
most n - q times in the array realizing e(7). Changing all occurrences of this label 
to 0 gives a labelling of the array with d, - 1 nonzero symbols. By induction, 
no larger than the diagonal labelling on (m, n, f) with d, - 1 nonzero labels. 
we have the inequality: 
e(r) s rz - q + d(m, n, L d, - I). 
En a diagonal labeling on (m, n, r) with d, nonzero labels, all nonzero 
appear at least n - q times in the array. Hence we have: 




This holds because changing all of the entries on the shortest diagonal with nonzero 
entries to zero gives a diagonal labelling with d, - 1 labels. Thus, d(j) 2 e(j). a 
contradiction unless (1) holds. 
The second fact f&lows from our induction hypothesis upon eliminating the 
bottom row entirely. Since d(0) = e(Q) and the diagonal arrangement has q nonzero 
entries in the bottom row, iii 3 maximal array had q or fewer entries in this row it 
woulit follow that e(T) s d(r). 
‘These facts imply that en& of the nonzero entries in the bottom row occurs again 
on the labelling in at least one other column having w nonzero entry in the bottam 
row SO that p, is violated. This completes the proof. 
3. Application of the Rectangle Theorem 
In this section we prove our main result, which is that the sizle of a co!lection F of 
ordered triples (x, y, z) of three symmeiric chain orders S, and t,r’, where x E S, 
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y E T, and t E U. no two triples identical in two camponents and ordered in the 
third, is no larger than the number of elements of “middle rank”, if F satisfies sOme 
condition V”. We present fivl,: conditions “P” which can he used. P(,, defined in 
the introduction, gives Katona‘s result. T’he others inclu.)e Pz and P, and give 
stronger theorems. By “middle rarlk” WC: mean rank (n/2] i:! a ranked partial order 
of rahk n. 
A symmetric chain order is one that can be partitioned irto symmetric chains. If 
S, T, and U are partitioned intct symmetric chains. there is an induced partition of 
ordered triples one from each irlto symmetric rectangular ‘parallelepipeds”. The 
desired conctusion of our theorem is that the number of elements of a suitably 
restricted collection F consisting of such t -iples is no greater than the number of 
triples of middle rank. This will follow i ’ the same fact holds for every paral- 
lelopiped in this induced partition - that is, if the intersection of F with the triples 
in any of them is no greater than the number of its middle rank elements. The 
theorem of the last section gives us .’ IS fact by the following argument. 
Our theorem for rectangles is stated in terms of “diagonzl labeflings”. For a 
rectangk, the diagonal labelling corresponds to the elements of middle rank in a 
rectangular parallelopiped. Consider the set S of integer coordinate points 
(x,, x2, x3) with 1 s x, e d,. i = 1,2.X The rank of (xi, xz. x3! is xl + x2 + x3 - 3 in the 
usual ordering on S. Given a collection G of points in S, no ND of which agree in 
two coordinates, we get a labelling of the d, x dz rectangle by labelling (b, c) with an 
“a”, for every point (a, 6, c) in G, with zeroes elsewhere. This labelling is Latin. If 
G is the set of elements of middle rank 
d, + d, + d, - 3 
2 1 
we gbi a diagonal labelling of the rectangle. So the intersection of F with the triples 
in a p~~allelopiped is no larger than the number of elements of middle rank if this 
intersection satisfies P,. In term of our rectangular array R, the conditions PO, P2 
and A, de.sck. Jed in the introduction have the following implications: Every two 
occurrences of an integer in R determine a rectangle; that is if R,, = R t7 # (3, we 
can associax the rectangle (1 - 4) x (24 7) with this pair. We can further 
distinguish two kinds of rectangles, those for which the indice:; of f? determining 
them (here (I, 2) and (47)) are ordered, and those for which they are not. In this 
example they are ordered considered as pairs. (If R,, = Raa # 0 the entries (1,7) and 
(4.2) would not be ordered as pus.) We call the two kinds of rectangles A and B 
rectangles. The conditions pa corresponding to P, are as follows: 
F#,: No A rectangle and B rectangle hacfe an Interior point in common. 
pz: in the same language there can be no two rectangles, one A and one B, with 
r: common lower left corner. 
F.%: There are no two rectangles, one A and one B, whose determining bottom 
corners are in both rectangles. 
Another simple condition we use is this: 
p.,: T’nere are no two rectangles, one A and one B, such that the diagonals 
connecting the determining corners (say, the outside corner points of the rectan- 
gles) crIoss each other. 
Here we have an A rectangle with determining corners (1,l) a-d (2,3) labeited 1. 
Similarly, the 2’s determine aB rectangle. Both rectangles contain the points (1,2), 
(1,3), (2,2) and (2,3). Properties PO, &, and p* are violated. 
0 2 1 0 1 2 0 0 0 1 0 
1 0 0 2 2 0 1 1 0 2 0 
0 0 0 2 
The first example above vi,jiates I?0 and pa; the second violates PO, &, and &; the 
third, only PO. 
We now show that the condition PI is implied by fi, i = 0,2,3,4 This will prove 
by the iabeiling theorem that the latter conditions imply the desired conclusion. 
What we want to prove is that if there is a set of j matrix elements in a row in our 
Latin matrix R swh that each occurs again in a column above one of the others, 
then conditions p,, i = 0, 2, 3, 4 will be violated. We draw directed lines from the / 
entries in this row to their second occurrences above in these columns. It is obvious 
that the line starting from the last entry among the j in the row on the right points 
diagonafly to the left, while the one starting from the first entry in the row points 
diagonally to the right. There must, therefore, be two entries among the j in the 
row separated by no others whose lines point diagonally right, then left. This 
configuration violates &, F? and ii*. If we take the first entry in the row whose line 
points diagonally left and the entry in the row above which it points we have a 
configuration violating &. 
So we have proven that our theorem for rectangles i:: valid if we use any of the 
. . 
conditions pi, ’ 8 = 0, 1,2,3,4. This combines with the discussion above to prove our 
main result, which we now state. Condition “P” below can be taken ta be PO, giving 
Katona’s result. I$, &, and the anaiogue of & all strengthen his result. The 
analogue of I? gives the strongest resu?t. 
TReort!m 3.2. Let S, T, and i,Y lo symmrtrical chain sets with qwoive rank 
frcnctinm, s, t, and u. Let 
kt F he a set of ordered triples (x, y, z ) wit\! x 
, 
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elemt nts of F agree in any two components and .~ch that F olyvs condition P. lk~ 
by lehng F he 911 elemertts (x. y. t ) of rank [II/?!. the size of I; is muximired. 
ib’e must note an important special case which motivated the theorem a~~~~. We 
take arm +eiement set X and partition it into three parts X1, X,. X3 (X - Xr u ,& u 
X3, X, f’l X, = 4) if if i). Let S, T, and U be the collection of subsets of X, where 
A c X corresponds to the ordered trir,ie (A 17 X,. A f7 X,, A 17 X,), and F 
satisfies the conditions of the theorem. Then I; contains at most (&) subsets of X. 
The collection of subsets of side [n?) attainc thic bound. This is a considerable 
strengthening of Sperner’s Theorem as the conditions are now vleaker. 
For what other properties does this theorem hold? How can we strengthe-1 it? It 
IS obvious that the conditions can be relaxed so that for a @en set of partitions of S, 
T. itnd U into symmetric chains, the con&ions need only be imposed on sets of 
trip& whose S, T, and C’ components ail lie in the same chains in each partition. 
1‘11~ original restriction that no two elements of F identical in two components can 
be ordered in the third, may without loss be relaxed to the condition that no two 
elements of F identical in two components can be on the same chain in the third 
component. 
The anaiogues of our properties in which the order of S, T, U is changed will also 
work. For instairce, ?ve may view the d, x d, x d, paraileiopiped as a d, x d, 
rectangle with d= nonzero labels and apply the theorem. A weaker condition that is 
sufficient for the theorem is to exclude only configurations that violate ail of these 
anaiogues, that is. for S, T, U in iany order, and for arty partitions of S, T, U into 
chains. 
Katona [5] h;zs conjectured that the theorem for rectangles follows from the 
following still wk:aker condition, assuming that d, 2 0, 3 d,. in our langllage it is 
this: 
p3: In the IabeIiing there are eo two rectangles (one A and one B) with both 
bottom corners in common. 
(iiv(:n the restriction on the d,, ii, is even weaker than is,. The conjecture is still 
open, cI PIthough It fails without this restriction. 
Example 3.3. 
,3 z 2 
1 2 3 
Here & is satitied, but d, > dr. The laheliing size is six, one more than the size of 
the diagonal i~rbciling. 
For application to symmetric chain orders. conditions that require certain size 
limitations on the dimensions dl, d2, d,, are not immediately applicable, since all 
kinds of sizes may be encountered at the same time, arising. from different biacks in 
the partitions. Thus with & ong: cannot obtain a :;lmpie result for al1 sykiXrtetric 
chain partitions, unless it is imposed simultaneously with difierent orderings of S, T, 
U. This is not necessary for the other Pi ; they each lead directly to an explicit 
restriction condition r. hat is not symmetric among S, T, II. 
4. Some alternate proof technique3 
There is a second approach to this problem that is at least as simple but, as fat as 
we can see, does not yield as strong a conclusion. It can be used to prove the 
following weaker theorem for labelling rectangles. 
Theorem 41.1. If an ye xm rectangle R with entries from 0,. . ., d, is “Latin“ irt its 
nonr~ro enha and satisfies PO then the number e(n, m, d,) of nonzero entries is no 
more thas the sum d (n, m, dl) of the sizes of the d, largest parallel diagonals (the 
diagonal labelling size ). 
Proof. Suppose n s rtl. Then 
d(n, m, 4) = n + d(n, m - 1, di - 1) 
since in the diagonal configuration if one of the largest diagonals with given entries 
is removed and the remains of the rectangle are reassembied, one obtains a 
diagonal configuration with reduced size and one less entry. 
We, therefore, need only prove that 
e(n, m, dJ = n + e(n, m - I, d, - 1). 
‘r”o do so we choose an entry in R and draw lines between its successive ntries and 
vertical lines from its top entry to the top of R and from its bottom entry to the 
bottom of R. Omit one square in each row from R that is either such apI entq’ or is 
maximally cut in that row by the given lines, and reconstruct the renains of R as a 
rectangle by squeezing the remains of the rows together. By condition & the 
resulting matrix will obey both PO and Latinity, (that it obeys Latinitg is easy to see; 
it may violate PO but if so one can find a suitably defined different entry of R and 
apply the given construction to it. Details will be omiitei here.) It will have at mo:st 
(d, - 1) nonzero entries and have size n x (m - l), and at most n entries were 
removed. The theorem therefore follows by induction. 
This technique is simple, but as noted does not yield results as poweriCul as those 
of the last section. 
Still another and presumably stronger approach would involvehdding both a new 
row to the rectangle at the bottom, square by square, and ;i new column at one 
side of the rectangle, square by square, This permits s’ci htiy more powerful 
conclusions, that one can weaken conditions P O, . . ., ii4 by having them exclude only 
configurations with the given structures and with th e structure with and n 
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reversed. But this conclusion may be drawn from the original theorem. In fact, 
given any configuration in a rectangle that fqiis to violate p,, i = 0, I,. . ., 4 after 
some permutation of the roles of S, T, and U. the desired conclusion holds. 
5. Conclusions .and speculations 
We have shown that the diagonal configuration maximizes the number of 
nonzero entries under several sets of assumptions weaker than that of Katona. 
Several questions suggest themselves: first. can one prove or find a counterexample 
to Katona’s conjectured condition F,? or find any further weaker conditions that 
imply the same conclusion? 
Second. we can ask under what circumstances are diagonal configurations the 
only solutions that have the maximal number of elements. It would appear that for 
values of n C nl and d, for which d(n, M, d,) < nd,, m they may well be uniquely 
maximal, undrar most of the assumptions considered here. Induction on this 
hypothesis might prove to be a technique that could lead to results on the original 
problem for still weaker conditions than those considered here 
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